RESILIENCE WEEK AGENDA
9 - 13 NOVEMBER 2020
9 NOVEMBER, MONDAY - RISK TECHNICAL WORKSHOPS DAY
10AM
GMT +8

Japan Nat Cat - Seven falls,
Eight getting up| 七転び八起き

Featuring:

This session will focus on the unique challenges that
Japanese risk managers are facing and what are they
prioritizing, particularly when it comes to natural
catastrophe exposures which is being compounded by
the global pandemic situation.
*This session will be in Japanese

3:30
PM
GMT +8

Tailor Made and Structured Solutions for
Captive Owners in Asia

Featuring:

Learn from real life case studies of how risk managers
proactively utilize captives to write new businesses and
fund higher retentions, putting in place solutions ranging
from Earnings/Capital Protection to Volatility Reduction.

10 NOVEMBER, TUESDAY
4PM

Opening & Chairman’s Address

GMT +8

A warm welcome and overview of the week’s line up of
activities, and a personal message from the Chairman of
PARIMA to start things oﬀ.

4:30
PM

OPENING PLENARY

GMT +8

Opening Plenary – Innovation Amidst a
Hard Insurance Market

Featuring:

Featuring:

A panel of Global & Regional CEOs from Aon and Zurich
with PARIMA Board Members as they discuss the
challenges facing risk managers today and how they are
helping their clients to navigate through troubled waters
against the backdrop of a global public health crisis.

11 NOVEMBER, WEDNESDAY
10AM

In Conversation – Real Talk with CEOs

GMT +8

Hear from the Global CEOs of Chubb and International
SOS in a personal conversation as we explore how their
professional and personal life has been upended, where
they draw their strength from and how they remain
steadfast as they lead their companies during this
ongoing storm.

12PM

Supply Chain during a Crisis -Just in Time,
Just in Trouble?

GMT +8

Featuring:

Featuring:

Talk of shortening the supply chain has hit a brick wall as
the pandemic unveils the vulnerabilities of outsourcing,
and the limitations of a just in time supply chain as
borders close and countries shut down. Are we going to
see supply chains lengthening again? How do we manage
the ongoing disruption in the meantime?

4PM
GMT +8

Health, Wellbeing, and Mindfulness –
What’s next?
What deﬁnes a workplace? Where does the duty of care of
companies towards their employees start and end?
Employee Beneﬁts is no longer just part of a talent
retention strategy, there is an expectation that companies
go further than ever before in taking care of their
employees.

Featuring:

RESILIENCE WEEK AGENDA
9 - 13 NOVEMBER 2020
12 NOVEMBER, THURSDAY
10AM

Where COVID and Cyber Collide

GMT +8

With employees and companies working from home en
masse, technology tools that enable this arrangement to
work (e.g. video conferencing platforms) have both been
an eﬃciency boon and a security bane for companies,
creating further exposures and threats in this space. What
has transpired and what to expect next?

4PM

The Day After COVID-19

GMT +8

Before the world has even got a grip on the pandemic and
economic collision, we have geopolitical tensions looming
in the horizon and coming up fast. And that’s without even
mentioning oil prices! If economists are clairvoyant, now
would be a good time to ﬁnd out. Let’s hear what
economists have to say as we head into 2021.

Featuring:

Featuring:

13 NOVEMBER, FRIDAY
10AM
GMT +8

The Asian Captive Conference 2020:
Embracing Agility

Featuring:

A collaboration proudly brought to you by Labuan IBFC
and PARIMA, the third ACC is hosted as part of the PARIMA
Resilience Week of events, with the theme being "Agility in
the COVID Climate". Hear from the panel as they talk about
the agility required for governments, corporations and the
community to respond during this pandemic.

10:30
AM

The Asian Captive Conference 2020:
Finding a Soft Landing in a Hard Market

GMT +8

Self-insurance is often (mis)construed as a panacea to all
the woes of a hardening insurance market, especially
when exacerbated by a global pandemic. Without the right
risk management approach and appropriate reinsurance
protection, it could well be a Pandora’s box instead.

4PM

CLOSING PLENARY

GMT +8

Featuring:

Closing Plenary – Heading into the Unknown
A risk manager, a broker, and an insurer walk into a room
– and that’s where the conversation starts! Thomas Buberl,
CEO of AXA Group, and Dan Glaser, CEO of Marsh &
McLennan Companies, ﬁeld questions crowdsourced from
the risk community of PARIMA and ﬁltered through the
lens of Franck Baron, Chairman of PARIMA.

5 PM
GMT +8

Closing – A Little Less Conversation,A Little
More Action

Featuring:

Chance favours the prepared mind, and we daresay the
prepared company as well. Join us as we recap the
highlights and key takeaways of the week’s activities, and
hear from a panel risk managers on how they intend to put
some of these in action for their respective companies.

How do we keep running?
parima.org/conference-2020

